
 

 

Gemstones 
 

In Vedic astrology, gemstones are recommended 
based on your horoscope. It is believed that by 

wearing these prescribed gemstones you can 

overcome the obstacles in your chart. The cause of 
unhappy relationships or lack of success can be 

astrological. Wearing a certain gemstone can turn 
your love life and career around so you can have a 

fulfilling relationship.  
 

Gems affect the subtle energy field, which emanates 
from every living thing, where our energetic and 

emotional habits, thought patterns, belief systems, 
and so on reside. The energy pattern of a gem directly affects one's 

emotional and mental energies, and over a period of time this promotes 
long-lasting changes.  

 
But the correct use of Gems is quite necessary. Gems are classified in to two 

types:  

 Hot and Ruby, Red coral, Diamond and Cat's eye are Hot Gemstones 
 Cold and Pearl, Blue Sapphire and Gomed are cold in nature.  

 Emerald is neutral neither hot nor cold. 
Gems are selected to increase the efficiency or for removal of the deficiency. 

These remedial stones act in two ways;  
 One is by its spectrum effects   

 Other is by radioactive effects  
When a ring is worn, Gem goes on continuously vibrating its power which is 

absorbed in the individual aura. The protective aura thus becomes powerful 
to resist any untoward vibrations coming from external sources.  

 
CAUTION: The Gems should be selected as per the Horoscope needs 

otherwise there can be reverse results.  
 

When you are wearing any gemstones, while engaging in any sexual 

activity, the gemstone should be removed and keep it in a safe place 
and wear the gemstones after having a full bath after sexual 

engagement is over. 
 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

Ruby  (Manik)  
Ruby gives 

 Name  

 Fame  

 Virtue  

 Vigor  

 Warmth   

 Commanding power to its user 

 It also enhances the status of a person.  

 Normally red in color.  

 Ruby should be used in Gold minimum 3 to 5 ckts.   

 It is worn in right ring fingure   

 It should be worn on any Sunday after 90 minutes of local sunrise but within two 

hours after 90 minutes from sunrise.  

 Before wearing the gemstone for the first time it should be activated by doing 

prayers which is given below 

 One can also do at home archana by putting the gemstone in ring or locket form and 

chanting the mantra OHM Grahni Surya NAMAH:  

 U need to place the locket or ring in a silver vatti immersed in cow’s milk with few 

drops of Ganga Jal, few red flowers.  

 One should sit on a mat on the floor facing east direction while chanting the mantra. 

One should chant a minimum of 3 to 4 rounds (108 times is one round). 

  After chanting the mantras blow the air from your mouth in the vatti & let the effect 

of mantra into the gemstones immersed in milk.  

 Show aggarbatti/incense stick and deep/deepak in pure ghee then wear at the 

assigned time 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

 

Pearl/Moti  

Pearl is used to remove the evil effects of moon and it strengthens the mind 

and increases the good sleep and cures insomnia. It is worn in Silver ring 

minimum 2 ckts in right hand little fingure. It should be worn on any Monday 

in the morning within one hour after sunrise. It can also be worn in silver 

locket also. Before wearing it one needs to get archana done from any temple 

for putting in Pran Pratishta or activate the gemstone for delivering the 

results. One can also do at home archana by putting the gemstone in ring or 

locket form and chanting the mantra OHM So Somayah NAMAH: U need to 

place the locket or ring in a silver vatti immersed in cow’s milk with few drops 

of Ganga Jal, few red flowers. One should sit on a mat on the floor facing 

east direction while chanting the mantra. One should chant a minimum of 3 

to 4 rounds (108 times is one round). After chanting the mantras blow the air 

from your mouth in the vatti, letting the effect of mantra into the gemstones 

immersed in milk. Show aggarbatti/incense stick and deep in pure ghee. 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 

Red Coral (Moonga) 
It is said that Red Coral instills courage in its user. It also helps in curing 

blood related diseases. This is normally red in color. It is worn in right ring 

fingure, minimum 3 ckts, on any Tuesday after three hours of sunrise but 

within two hours after three hours from sunrise. One can also do at home 

archana by putting the gemstone in ring or locket form and chanting the 

mantra OHM AHM ANGAKARAYAH NAMAH: U need to place the locket or ring in 

a silver vatti immersed in cow’s milk with few drops of Ganga Jal, few red 

flowers. One should sit on a mat on the floor facing east direction while 

chanting the mantra. One should chant a minimum of 3 to 4 rounds (108 

times is one round). After chanting the mantras blow the air from your mouth 

in the vatti, letting the effect of mantra into the gemstones immersed in milk. 

Show aggarbatti/incense stick and deep in pure ghee. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Emerald (Panna) 
It increases intelligence and brain power. It improves faculties related 

to brain such as memory, communication, intuition, the intellect and 
the ability to learn. It helps controlling any skin problems, throat, 

kidney, speech stammering, and memory. This is normally in green in 
colour and also translucent. Opaque emerald does not gives good 
results what translucent emerald gives. It is worn in right little 

fingure, minimum 2 ckts, on any Wednesday within two hours after 
sunrise One can also do at home archana by putting the gemstone in 

ring or locket form and chanting the mantra OHM BUHM BUDHYAH 
NAMAH: U need to place the locket or ring in a silver vatti immersed 
in cow’s milk with few drops of Ganga Jal, few flowers. One should sit 

on a mat on the floor facing east direction while chanting the mantra. 
One should chant a minimum of 3 to 4 rounds (108 times is one 

round). After chanting the mantras blow the air from your mouth in 
the vatti, letting the effect of mantra into the gemstones immersed in 
milk. Show aggarbatti/incense stick and deep in pure ghee. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Diamond (Heera) 
It is said that the one who wears a diamond has a luxurious life. 
Diamond is also supposed to enhance the name, fame and artistic 

quality of a person. It also enhances sexual power, cures diabetes, 
diseases of urine and venereal diseases, skin and uterine diseases. 

It is worn in right ring fingure in gold, minimum 30 cents, on any 
Friday within three hours after sunrise. One can also do at home 

archana by putting the gemstone in ring or locket form and chanting 
the mantra OHM SHUHM SHUKHRAYAH NAMAH: U need to place 
the locket or ring in a silver vatti immersed in cow’s milk with few 

drops of Ganga Jal, few flowers. One should sit on a mat on the floor 
facing east direction while chanting the mantra. One should chant a 

minimum of 3 to 4 rounds (108 times is one round). After chanting 



 

 

the mantras blow the air from your mouth in the vatti, letting the 
effect of mantra into the gemstones immersed in milk. Show 

aggarbatti/incense stick and deep in pure ghee. 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Yellow Sapphire (Pukhraj) 
Yellow sapphire gemstones are very useful in astrology and Vedic 
properties. It has many healing powers and is very important in star 

signs. It is said that this gem increase financial status. It will give 
wealth, good health, fame, name, honour and success too. It is worn 

in right Index fingure, in gold minimum 4 ckts, on any Thursday within 
one hour after sunrise. One can also do at home archana by putting 
the gemstone in ring or locket form and chanting the mantra OHM 

BRAHM BRAHASPATHAY NAMAH: U need to place the locket or ring 
in a silver vatti immersed in cow’s milk with few drops of Ganga Jal, 

few yellow flowers. Mix the milk with little turmeric powder from 
turmeric stick, not the readymade powder available. One should sit on 
a mat on the floor facing east direction while chanting the mantra. 

One should chant a minimum of 3 to 4 rounds (108 times is one 
round). After chanting the mantras blow the air from your mouth in 

the vatti, letting the effect of mantra into the gemstones immersed in 
milk. Show aggarbatti/incense stick and deep in pure ghee. 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Blue Sapphire (Neelam) 
Blue Sapphire enhances positive effects of Saturn. It is said that blue 
sapphire has the magical power to elevate its user to a higher status 

from all sides. However there is a caution. Sometimes this stone may 
react adversely.  It could give you everything you could desire such as 

health, wealth, longevity, happiness. It also restores lost wealth and 
property. It is worn in right little fingure, minimum 2 ckts, on any 
Saturday at twilight time, the time between sunset and darkness. THE 

RING SHOULD BE MADE OF EQUAL QUANTITY RATIO OF GOLD, 
SILVER, IRON, COPPER AND BRONZE. One can also do at home 

archana by putting the gemstone in ring or locket form and chanting 
the mantra OHM SHAHM SHANESHCHARARAYA NAMAH: U need 
to place the locket or ring in a silver vatti immersed in cow’s milk with 

few drops of Ganga Jal, few flowers. One should sit on a mat on the 
floor facing east direction while chanting the mantra. One should 

chant a minimum of 3 to 4 rounds (108 times is one round). After 
chanting the mantras blow the air from your mouth in the vatti, letting 

the effect of mantra into the gemstones immersed in milk. Show 
aggarbatti/incense stick and deep in pure ghee. 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 

Gomed (Gomode) 
This Gem is for Shadow planet Rahu. The Shadow planet Rahu is 

supposed to be responsible for all sorts of delays or very late 
fulfillment of ambitions. Gomed can help in achieving speedy success 

in less time than expected. Gomed is normally reddish-chocolate in 
color. It also increase appetite, vitality, confers good health, wealth, 
happiness and all sound prosperity WHERE GOMED IS SUITABLE. It is 

worn in right little fingure, in silver ring, minimum 2 ckts, on any 
Saturday within one hour but after 90 minutes from sunrise. One can 

also do at home archana by putting the gemstone in ring or locket 
form and chanting the mantra OHM RAHM RAHAVEAH NAMAH: U 
need to place the locket or ring in a silver vatti immersed in cow’s milk 

with few drops of Ganga Jal, few flowers. One should sit on a mat on 
the floor facing east direction while chanting the mantra. One should 

chant a minimum of 3 to 4 rounds (108 times is one round). After 
chanting the mantras blow the air from your mouth in the vatti, letting 
the effect of mantra into the gemstones immersed in milk. Show 

aggarbatti/incense stick and deep in pure ghee. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Cat's Eye (Lahasunya) 

Cat's eye is useful for increasing energy and vitality. This protects its 
wearer from hidden enemies, mysterious dangers and diseases. This is 

normally milky in color. For businessmen in speculation, it is a 
miraculous result giving stone. Bestows wealth by secret means like 
horse racing, gambling, stock exchange market and speculations. It is 

worn in right ring fingure, minimum 2 ckts, in silver ring, on any 
Tuesday within one hour after sunrise One can also do at home 

archana by putting the gemstone in ring or locket form and chanting 
the mantra OHM KAHM KETAVAEH NAMAH: U need to place the 
locket or ring in a silver vatti immersed in cow’s milk with few drops of 

Ganga Jal, few flowers. One should sit on a mat on the floor facing 
east direction while chanting the mantra. One should chant a 

minimum of 3 to 4 rounds (108 times is one round). After chanting 
the mantras blow the air from your mouth in the vatti, letting the 

effect of mantra into the gemstones immersed in milk. Show 
aggarbatti/incense stick and deep in pure ghee. 
 
 
 

 

 


